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Why sea turtle conservation? 
 
The sea turtle populations on the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua have dramatically 
decreased as a result of human use and consumption. All species of sea turtles are endangered and 
at risk of extinction. This is an environmental issue because if sea turtles become extinct, many 
other plants and animals in marine ecosystems will be negatively impacted by this loss, and the 
environment will be drastically altered. This is also problematic for locals who depend on this 
resource for food and as a source of income. Conservation efforts have been initiated by an 
international NGO, the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS); however, many local communities 
traditionally harvest and consume sea turtles, specifically green turtles. This creates a complex 
issue in that conservation efforts must seek to save the turtle population while respecting cultural 
traditions. Thus, this intersection of culture and conservation makes it challenging to effectively 
regulate the conservation of sea turtles in the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua.  
This investigation is focused on assessing the conservation ethics of green turtle fishermen 
in the Pearl Lagoon Basin in the Southern Autonomous Atlantic Region (RAAS) of Nicaragua. Do 
sea turtle fishermen in the communities of the Pearl Lagoon Basin have conservation ethics? If so, 
what do these conservation ethics consist of? If turtle fishermen do not have conservation ethics, 
conservation efforts may not be able to move forward. Furthermore, failure to manage and 
conserve sea turtle populations will negatively impact the environment, as well as local 












The role of the researcher 
 




I have always been fascinated by the peaceful, graceful creatures that are sea turtles, 
however, a few special encounters that took place during my experience in Nicaragua 
shaped my interest in researching sea turtles. While I was staying in Orinoco, a Garifuna 
community on Pearl Lagoon, I woke up one morning and learned from my friend Marissa 
that some local fishermen had caught a gigantic green turtle, and were in the process of 
dividing up its meat amongst community members. I had been told that this is an integral 
part of life on the coast; many Costeñ@s eat green sea turtles in turtle soup, consume turtle 
eggs (which are considered an aphrodisiac), and use Hawksbill shell to make jewelry. 
However, this knowledge did not prepare me for my encounter. My stomach turned as I 
walked to the dock and observed community members passing by holding bags containing 
their piece of the tortuga. What I witnessed when I arrived was the turtle belly up, being 
killed and divided amongst families, and I only had to see its flippers twitch once while it 
was being gutted to know it was time to turn around. It was difficult and upsetting to see 
this majestic creature being slaughtered, but at the same time, I couldn’t ignore the fact that 
40-50 families were being fed. This experience, among others, indefinitely shaped my 
worldview and my lens as a researcher, and I acknowledge these biases that I bring to my 
work.  
That being said, my identity is multi-faceted. I am a college student studying 
Anthropology, and this greatly influences my worldview because my research is grounded 
in Cultural Anthropology.  I am also a white, middle-class female, and although I don’t like 
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to primarily identify with my class and race, they are both important parts of my identity 
that influence my research, analysis, and interpretations. My race also influenced how 
people interpreted and interacted with me, in that I was seen as a foreigner, and also faced 
communication challenges when conversing with native Creole- and Miskitu- speaking 
individuals. Furthermore, these aspects of my identity might make it difficult to see through 
the eyes of those who live at a lower socio-economic level, who make choices out of 
necessity and survival, and who don’t have the same access to resources that I do. Lastly, I 
am an optimist as well as a lover of the environment, and both of these traits undoubtedly 
impact the lens through which I conduct and analyze my research. 
 
Methods of investigation 
 
My primary method of research was through one-on-one interviews. I interviewed 25 local 
sea turtle fishermen with the goal of collecting data on their conservation ethics.  I selected my 
candidates by identifying certain communities in the Pearl Lagoon Basin that heavily fish and eat 
green sea turtles. I sub-selected sea turtle captains from these communities, targeting fishermen 
with the most experience and knowledge of sea turtle fishing. Time constraints forced me to 
interview solely captains, rather than captains and their crew members. I interviewed as many of 
the captains as possible in a three week period from the following six communities: Pearl 
Lagoon, Kahkabila, Awas, Raitipura, Haulover, and Set Net Point. I interviewed a total of 25 sea 














Community of Residence 
Juan "Karate" Enriquez Creole mix 37 Haulover 
Cecil Nickens Miskitu 64 Haulover 
Wylon Tinkham Creole  24 Haulover 
Eddy Bigman Miskitu 41 Haulover 
Alton Thomas Creole 40 Haulover 
Henry Archibold Miskitu 40 Raitipura 
Cesar Prudo Miskitu 32 Raitipura 
Leonard "Britton" Thomas Creole and 
Miskitu  
26 Raitipura and Set Net Point 
Dennis Peachy Miskitu 38 Awas 
John Bigman Miskitu 42 Kahkabila 
Wilbur "Sito" Schwartz Miskitu 31 Kahkabila 
Leonardo Gamboa Miskitu 37 Kahkabila 






Richard Lopez Miskitu 41 Kahkabila 
John Hansack Creole 74 Pearl Lagoon 
Henry "Robot" Hebbert Creole 43 Pearl Lagoon 
Sudlan McCoy Creole 62 Pearl Lagoon 
Rogelio Bonilla Creole 40 Pearl Lagoon 
Charles Pineer Creole 54 Pearl Lagoon 
Dexter Thyne Miskitu 29 Set Net Point 
AquiliusThomas Miskitu 85 Set Net Point 
Ellsworth Wilson Miskitu 75 Set Net Point 
Washington Peralta Garifuna 58 Set Net Point 
Virgilio Hodgson  Creole and 
Miskitu 
63 Set Net Point 
 
In most communities I used the following interviewing protocol: I introduced myself to the 
Communal Board Leader and explained my intentions, then asked them to direct me to the 
homes of the sea turtle captains. I used this strategy to head off any confusion or suspicions about 
my research that might arise among the communities. Also, I felt that being introduced by an 
elected representative who was trusted by the community would in turn, help me to gain the trust 
of the sea turtle fishermen. All of the fishermen were kind and welcoming and I was always 
warmly invited to chat inside their homes, or given a chair to sit in while conducting interviews 
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on their porches. To interview the sea turtle fishermen I used a set of twenty pre-determined 
questions. I started with an initial small set of questions and used the first five trial interviews to 
shape the content of the entire set. I employed this technique to ensure that the questions made 
sense to the interviewees, and also to ensure that they were specific enough to draw out answers 
that addressed conservation ethics. I worked with two Pearl Lagoon natives to ensure that the 
questions were phrased in a way that made sense to the sea turtle fishermen, who speak Creole 
English. I took notes during each interview and recorded their responses in a notebook. Using a 
predetermined sheet of questions and taking notes while talking might have hindered the flow 
and openness of our conversations, however, I saw it as the most logical and efficient means of 
conducting interviews, in that I had to interview a larger number of people and be able to 
effectively compare their answers to one another. I used an Excel spreadsheet to organize the 
responses, and to evaluate and quantify some of the qualitative data. 
In addition, I conducted an individual interview with William (Bill) McCoy, a resident of 
Pearl Lagoon, former sea turtle fisherman, and the current Field Research Supervisor for the 
WCS in Pearl Lagoon. I also held a focus group with members of the WCS staff, including 
Rodolfo Chang (Program Facilitator), Bill McCoy (Field Research Supervisor), and Victor 
Huertas (Hawksbill Project Coordinator), in order to “ground truth” my research. The purpose of 
this was to present them with my research results and to observe and record their reactions to and 
opinions about the results. Most importantly, however, I interviewed them in order to help 
ground my research in the well-informed perspectives and collective knowledge of locals, and of 
an organization that has been immersed in the Pearl Lagoon communities and culture for many 
years. Rodolfo Chang and Bill McCoy are natives of the Pearl Lagoon Basin, and they helped me 
to put my one-month research project in the context of a longer and broader history of resource 
use and conservation. Furthermore, the focus group interview helped me to understand that some 
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sea turtle fishermen were dishonest about certain answers to my questions, for various reasons 
that I will address later in the discussion of the results. 
Interviews were not my only source of information, and I attempted to immerse myself in 
the context of my research as much as possible. I did this by working out of the Wildlife 
Conservation Society office, living in Pearl Lagoon, doing a home stay during my research in 
Kahkabila and Set Net Point (with a sea turtle fisherman and his family), accompanying the 
WCS field research team on an excavation of Hawksbill turtle nests in the Maroon and Sandfly 
Cays, and talking about sea turtles and other conservation issues with locals as much as possible 
(you would be surprised how much one can talk about turtles on a daily basis). 
Furthermore, after my focus group interview, many were of the opinion that some of the 
answers I received from fishermen were incorrect or dishonest. In response to this Bill McCoy 
reviewed my results, such as how long certain fishermen have actually been fishing sea turtles, 
and this helped to give a more accurate perspective of sea turtle fishermen’s experience. 
I would like the reader to know that this study in no way attempts to draw all-
encompassing, final conclusions about the conservation ethics of sea turtles fishermen in the 
Pearl Lagoon Basin. Such a study would not have been possible, especially given the time and 
language limitations. I arrived in Pearl Lagoon with hopes of conducting an entirely different 
study on the structure and impacts of a community-based conservation initiative; I showed up at 
the Wildlife Conservation Society office in Pearl Lagoon without making much prior contact or 
having my project approved by WCS, and I quickly discovered that the topic I had chosen had 
the potential to do more harm than good for the organization. Thus, this study was born out of a 
point of intersection between my own curiosity and the needs of the Wildlife Conservation 
Society. This study intends to explore the conservation ethics that exist among sea turtle 
fishermen, in order to document where sea turtle fishermen place value within their worldview, 
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in hopes of informing future conservation efforts in the region. I am extremely grateful for all the 
sea turtle fishermen who were willing to sit down and answer my probing questions about their 
work and worldviews, and who showed me that conservation is nothing without the inclusion 
and participation of locals. I am also extremely thankful for the Wildlife Conservation Society: 
Nicaragua team who took me in under their flippers, immersed me in their work, and provided 
me with an immensely important and special experiential-learning opportunity. Tinki pali and 
Thank you. 
 
Background information: Sea Turtles in the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua 
Sea turtle use in the Pearl Lagoon Basin 
             The Caribbean Coast consists of two autonomous regions, the Northern Autonomous 
Atlantic Region (RAAN-- Región Autónoma Atlántico Norte) and the Southern Autonomous 
Atlantic Region (RAAS--Región Autónoma Atlántico Sur). These two autonomous regions were 
established in 1987 as a result of the desire of coastal inhabitants to distinguish, exercise, and 
govern their own rights to their land and natural resources, as well as to protect and preserve their 
unique cultural identities and traditions.1 There are various ethnic groups that inhabit the RAAS, 
which include the Miskitu, Rama, Sumu, Garifuna, Creole, and Mestizo. Creole English, Spanish, 
and several indigenous languages such as Miskutu, Garifuna, and Rama are spoken on the Coast. 
The Pearl Lagoon Basin is located in the RAAS, and has rich environmental and cultural diversity. 
There are seven species of sea turtles in the world, four of which live in the Caribbean 
waters of Nicaragua: the loggerhead, leatherback, hawksbill, and green turtle. For the purpose of 
this investigation, I will focus on green turtle use, since the green turtles are the species being 
                                                 
1 Bräutigam, A. and Eckert, K.L. Turning the Tide: Exploitation, Trade and Management of Marine Turtles in 
the Lesser Antilles, Central America, Columbia and Venezuela. (Cambridge, UK: TRAFFIC International, 
2006)  417. 
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legally exploited for subsistence, and are thus the principle resource used by the sea turtle 
fishermen I interviewed. All species of sea turtles are endangered, and face many threats to their 
survival such as legal target fisheries, fisheries by-catch, the collection of eggs, habitat destruction, 
and pollution.2 Sea turtles are long-living reptiles that have outlived dinosaurs, and more than 200 
million years ago the ancestors of sea turtles lived on land, later evolving to adapt to life in the 
sea.3 Marine turtles largely contribute to the biological diversity and health of marine ecosystems, 
one example being that they help to recycle nutrients in foraging areas.4 
Sea turtles are not just an important part of the earth’s ecosystem, but also have a long 
history of serving utilitarian purposes for humans as well. Marine turtles have fed indigenous tribes 
for more than 2,500 years, providing a source of protein and income for the ethic communities that 
make up the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua.5 The Miskitu Indians have been documented as the 
“foremost Amerindian turtling society in the Caribbean,” and have historically made use of green 
turtles for consumption.6 The Miskitu people once maintained a subsistence economy, where they 
hunted, farmed, and fished no more than what was needed to feed themselves. However, as Dr. 
Bernard Nietschmann explains, eventually the world market economy “penetrated even the most 
remote areas,” of the coast, and “brought with it a change from subsistence economies to 
production for money.”7 Instead of only eating turtles to survive off of their protein, Miskitu 
Indians began to catch sea turtles to sell, and thus became more dependent on the monetary value 
of turtles.8 One example how sea turtle consumption was integrated into the world market, is that a 
                                                 
2 Lagueux, Cynthia J., Campbell, Cathi L., and Lauck, Elizabeth W. Managment Strategy for Marine Turtle 
Conservation on the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua. (New York: Wildlife Conservation Society, 2005) 1. 
3 Ibid. 53. 
4 Ibid. 53. 
5 Bräutigam and Ekert. 417. 
6 Ibid. 417. 
7 Nietschmann, Bernard. Between Land and Water: The Subsistence Ecology of the Miskito Indians. (New 
York: Seminar Press, 1973) 181. 
8 Ibid. 181. 
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large commercial fishery developed during the 1960s in Nicaragua, with factories that produced 
products from green turtles, such as oil.9 Further research by Nietschmann has documented that 
from 1966 to 1967 as many as 10,000 green turtles annually were taken from the Nicaraguan 
waters, and used for local consumption as well as international exportation.10 
The industrial turtle fisheries that once existed on Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast are no 
longer active. However, fishing green turtles is still allowed, and is justified as a traditional means 
of subsistence that local indigenous groups depend on, and that has been historically imbedded in 
their culture.  In comparison to the green turtle, there is an indefinite closed season that was 
initiated by The National System of Closed Seasons in 1999, which strictly prohibits the killing of 
loggerhead and leatherbacks.11 However, for green turtles on the Caribbean coast, there is only a 
partial closed season, or veda. This veda prohibits the take, sale, and consumption of green turtles 
from March 1st to June 30th of each year.12 During the open season, sea turtle fishermen captains 
are issued a carnet by Secretaría de los Recursos Naturales (SERENA—Secretariat of Natural 
Resources), which is a permit allowing certain individuals to fish green turtles. These designated 
fishermen must carry this carnet while fishing, and are further limited to a certain amount of turtles 
they can take. The number of turtles they can take is determined by the local communal boards, 
and this amount depends on the number of sea turtle fishermen in each community, and varies 
from month to month. 
Marine turtles are protected by various laws, however, enforcing these laws in Nicaragua is 
a complicated process because there are two government bodies at play: the RAAS autonomous 
government and the national Nicaraguan government. One aspect that further complicates the 
                                                 
9 Bräutigam and Ekert. 417. 
10 Lagueux et al. 37. 
11 Lagueux et al. 73. 
12 Ibid 73. 
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enforcement of laws protecting sea turtles is that they have a unique lifecycle: turtles don’t stay in 
one place and travel through many waters that surround various nations, and thus are protected in 
some areas and at risk in others. Unfortunately, Nicaragua offers less stringent protection for these 
creatures, as green turtles forage in Nicaragua where they are legally exploited, but then travel to 
other bordering countries such as Costa Rica, where they are legally protected.13 Marine turtles are 
protected by international agreements, such as the Inter-American Convention for the Protection 
and Conservation of Sea Turtles (IAC), however, Nicaragua has yet to sign onto this agreement, as 
well as several other international agreements which protect marine turtles.14  
The enforcement of marine turtle protection laws is a complicated process in the Caribbean 
coast of Nicaragua, because there are overlapping laws and enforcement agencies, which can 
create confusion about the responsibilities of various enforcement groups.  The government agency 
Ministerio del Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (MARENA—the Ministry of Environment and 
Natural Resources) is responsible for managing protected areas and enforcing laws governing 
marine turtle management, however, “these responsibilities are often shared and co-ordinated with 
other government agencies such as the police, Navy, and the environment commission of the 
regional councils and mayoralties.”15 Since the RAAS is an autonomous region that has ownership 
of its natural resources, the government bodies of the RAAS also share the responsibility of sea 
turtle management. The need for communication between all of the aforementioned groups makes 
enforcement very complicated because it is a shared responsibility. 
Subsistence use of green turtles is not an easy concept to define or regulate. Lagueux 
comments on this when she points out that subsistence use is “largely unregulated,” and 
furthermore, 
                                                 
13 Bräutigam and Ekert. X. 
14 Ibid. 420. 
15 Bräutigam and Ekert. 424. 
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Current exploitation of green turtles on Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast can no longer 
be considered for subsistence since nearly 50% of the more than 11,000 green 
turtles killed each year are sold in towns along the coast, and the majority of the 
remaining 50% of harvested green turtles are sold in an among communities.16 
 
Subsistence is the use of a quantity of resources that is enough to survive off of—and no more-- and 
“subsistence fishing” is defined in the Ley de Pesca y Agricultura Nº 489 as “that conducted 
without commercial purpose but with the aim of subsistence or improving the family diet.”17 
However, this definition seems to differ for the coastal inhabitants that traditionally consume green 
turtles, and I encountered this issue many times during my research. For instance, many sea turtle 
fishermen explained that they use turtle meat as a primary source of food, and also use the income 
from selling the meat in order to provide clothing and education for their children. However, some 
people added that they use the money they make from selling green turtles in order to pay Claro 
cell phone and cable bills.18 It can be argued that television and telephones are not necessary parts 
of survival, and thus not part of subsistence. Thus, the definition of subsistence varies from person 
to person, and becomes difficult to monitor and regulate.  
Not only is the take of green turtles a complicated process to define, but it is largely lacking 
in general monitoring and enforcement by appropriate governmental forces. Lagueux points out that 
“an effective structure for the enforcement of regulations and the imposition of meaningful 
penalties on violators” is greatly needed in the region, in order to sufficiently and consistently 
protect marine turtle populations.19 The dramatic lack of legal enforcement of the veda was often 
expressed to me through concerns of the WCS staff. For instance, while interviewing Bill McCoy, 
he explained that the local Navy does not have enough resources to enforce the veda, because “they 
                                                 
16 Lagueux et al.76. 
17 Bräutigam and Ekert. 421. 
18 Wilbur Schwartz. “Conservation Ethics.” Personal Interview. 25 Nov. 2011. 
19 Lagueux et al. 80. 
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don´t even have a boat” to patrol the waters.20 This was further exemplified during our trip to 
excavate the Pearl Cays: during a routine boat checkpoint that takes place at the naval base when 
exiting the Lagoon on the way to the ocean, our boat was stopped, and the Navy more or less forced 
the WCS to give them a ride to a nearby community to investigate a situation there.  
Furthermore, the fact that there is a general lack of enforcement infrastructure for 
environmental laws in the RAAS was echoed in the responses from sea turtle fishermen. Many sea 
turtle fishermen explained to me that if you take a green turtle during the veda, you will have your 
turtles taken away on the first offense. On the second offense it is possible that your boat will be 
taken away until you are able to pay a fine, and also you could be taken to jail. Only a few people 
had actually seen the second offence enforced, and no one knew of anyone who had been 
incarcerated for violating the veda. Additionally, the fishermen I interviewed gave me various dates 
for the sea turtle veda, as some said it is “April to July”, “March to May”, “February to August”, and 
one person simply didn´t know at all.21 These answers illustrate a number of factors at play. Firstly, 
many people are confused by the laws, which could be because there are different vedas for male 
and female turtles, and these sometimes change. Also, it is possible that the laws are not well 
known, and even when the laws are fully communicated, they are not adequately enforced in a 
manner which causes people remember and respect them. Lastly, the general lack of knowledge 
about the veda could be a result of the fact that some of the turtle fishermen I talked to were not as 
experienced as they claimed to be. This information was brought to my attention repeatedly, 
particularly by a local sea turtle fisherman who informed me that some men in his community lie 
about being sea turtle captains, in order to acquire a carnet and sell it, or because they are under false 
                                                 
20 Chang, Rodolfo, Victor Huertas and William McCoy. “Sea Turtle Fishermen, Conservation Ethics, and 
Ground-Truthing.” Focus group interview. 1 Dec. 2011. 
21 Archibold, Henry, Wilbur Schwartz, Wylon Tinkham and Alton Thomas. Personal interviews. 
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impressions that if they claim to be a fisherman, the government will give them some form of hand-
out during the closed season.22 
 The history of the green turtle fishery in the Caribbean coast is a complex, multi-faceted 
story. There are various stakeholders involved, all invested in green turtles at different levels for 
various reasons. Thus, the conservation efforts initiated in response to this unique situation have 
adapted a similarly complex, long-term, and multi-dimensional approach. 
 
Turtle conservation in the Pearl Lagoon Basin 
Turning the Tide, a report by wildlife monitoring organizations, poses that the cultural 
importance of the subsistence use of marine turtles in Nicaragua is “one of the most important 
aspects of the challenge of marine turtle conservation in Nicaragua,” which makes conservation of 
sea turtles in the Pearl Lagoon Basin, “one of the most complex wildlife management challenges in 
the Western Atlantic basin.”23 Despite these challenges, the Wildlife Conservation Society has 
been working in Pearl Lagoon since 1993, in response to the need for a comprehensive marine 
turtle management plan. They have a unique management and conservation model: WCS is an 
international NGO, however, they are also a community-based organization and work to integrate 
the participation of locals at every step of their efforts. They also work in collaboration with other 
partners such as local governing bodies, the national police force, and governmental organizations 
such as MARENA.24 
Not only has the WCS conducted important scientific research on marine turtle populations, 
but they have also helped raise awareness about the importance of conservation and resource 
management in the Pearl Lagoon Basin through the implementation of various programs. Some of 
                                                 
22 Hodgson,Virgilio.“Conservation Ethics Follow-Up Interview.” Personal interview. 30 Nov. 2011. 




these programs include community meetings which seek to inform community members about the 
importance of sea turtle conservation, a youth group, an incentive program for sea turtle fishermen 
which rewards them for turning in turtles from by-catch rather than killing them, and a Hawksbill 
nest-protection program. Their Hawksbill Project has significantly lowered the poaching of 
Hawksbill eggs on the Pearl Cays, and currently saves 96% of Hawksbill nests in the Pearl Cays 
from being poached.25 They also employ locals whenever possible, to ensure the sustainability of 
their work, and an example of this is that community members are invited to work for the 
Hawksbill project to monitor nests on the Pearl Cays during the nesting season.  
There are various challenges and constraints which hinder the ability to fully implement 
effective, wide-spread conservation of sea turtles in the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua. However, 
the efforts of the WCS demonstrate that even with limited resources, much can be achieved 
through collaboration, the support and participation of community members, leadership, passion, 
and dedication.  
 
Conservation ethics 
“We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a 
community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect…That land is a community 
is the basic concept of ecology, but that land is to be loved and respected is an extension of ethics. That 
land yields cultural harvest is a fact long known, but laterally often forgotten.” 
 
-Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac 
 
The communities that comprise the Pearl Lagoon Basin have an interconnected relationship with 
the land and water which surrounds them. They depend on the mangroves, the forests, and the waters for 
their food and livelihoods. In order to maintain this mode of subsistence living, it is essential to have 
                                                 
25 McCoy, William. “Conservation Ethics and the Transition from Sea Turtle Fishing to Conservation.” 




conservation ethics which drive society to protect and live in harmony with the resources they depend on.  
Dorinda Dallmeyer, author of “Toward a Sea Ethic,” explains that it is important to study and promote 
conservation ethics in the world we live in, because  
Human beings are going to manipulate and modify their environments, but the nature of 
their worldview can accelerate the process, justify it, or fail to criticize it. Values studies 
can oppose or break those tendencies and thereby modulate that process of modification.26 
 
It is important to understand where people place value, because this gives insight into the forces, both 
internal and external, that drive their behavior. Nicaragua is the second poorest country in the Western 
Hemisphere. In a “developing” country such as Nicaragua, where one out of every six children are 
malnourished, and where many people have to struggle eat every day, conservation of resources are not 
given much value or priority.27  People tend to view resources solely in terms of their economic benefits, 
and feel that they are entitled to use nature as opposed to being obligated to protect it.28 Conservation 
ethics are multi-dimensional, and are comprised of different facets. First, conservation ethics widen the 
view of the self to include the natural world, and affirm that nature has the right to exist in its natural 
state.29 Conservation ethics acknowledge the inherent value of nature, and thus an individual with 
conservation ethics recognizes that the natural world has value in its own right, regardless of its use for 
humans. Conservation ethics also hold a holistic view of the natural world, seeing ecosystems as 
interdependent and integrated systems. Lastly conservation ethics do not merely emphasize the short-term 
benefits of natural systems, but place importance on the long-term effects human actions have on the 
natural world.30 
                                                 
26 Dallmeyer, Dorinda. “Toward a Sea Ethic.” Marine Conservation Biology: The Science of Maintaining the 
Sea’s Biodiversity. Eds. Elliott A. Norse and Larry B. Crowder. (Washington DC: Island Press, 2005) 418. 
27 USAID website. USAID.gov/locations/nicaragua. 5 Dec. 2011. 
28 Leopold, Aldo. A Sand County Almanac. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1949) 12. 
29 Ibid. 13. 
30 Dallmeyer, Dorinda. 412. 
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Through my research, I investigated the nature of the ethics of sea turtle fishermen in the Pearl 
Lagoon Basin, in order to explore whether or not they held purely utilitarian ethics, viewing sea turtles 
“primarily as a means to an end, without inherent worth, and thus unworthy of very much moral 
consideration.”31 I also explored the possibility that sea turtle fishermen have conservation ethics which 
place value in the inherent worth of sea turtles, experiencing them as a source of spiritual, cultural, and 
aesthetic richness.32 Conservation is a multi-faceted issue, and thus conservation ethics are multi-
dimensional and vary from person to person. That sea turtle fishermen in the Pearl Lagoon Basin have 
ethics that inform their actions seemed obvious, however, whether or not these ethics extend their values 
to include the dimension of conservation was more difficult to discover. 
 
Discussion of the results: Do sea turtle fishermen in the Pearl Lagoon Basin have 
conservation ethics?  
 
“If you take care of nature, nature will take care of you.” 
-Sudlan McCoy, Sea turtle fisherman 
 
Measuring conservation ethics 
During my short period of research in the Pearl Lagoon Basin, I attempted to gain an 
understanding of how sea turtle fishermen view their use of an endangered species, the green turtle. I 
realize that as a foreigner, and with the limited time I had, it would not have been possible to fully 
understand the conservation ethics that inform sea turtle fishermen’s behavior, however, I designed 
questions that directly addressed the conservation ethics of sea turtle fishermen. As I carried out interviews 
and collected answers, I updated a spreadsheet of all of the different answers, both qualitative and 
quantitative, to my questions. I developed a system of conservation ethics measurement, rating the 
answers to each question on a scale from 0-5, 0 meaning that the response indicated that the individual has 
no conservation ethics and only places value in the human-use of resources. A rating of 5 meant that the 
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answer indicated that the individual is aware of and cares about the ecological and intrinsic value of sea 
turtles, and other natural resources. Most often scores fell in between 0-5, and the reasons for this differed 
based on the questions being asked.  
 
What´s a turtle worth? 
When you are fishing, how do you decide how many sea turtles to take? How do you know when to stop? 
There were a variety of answers for the question, “When you are sea turtle fishing, how do you 
know when to stop catching turtles?” Thirty-two percent of fishermen received a rating of 0 for their 
responses to this question, because their answers indicate that in terms of this question, they have no 
conservation ethics, because they do not regulate their take of turtles while fishing, and act in ways that 
only benefit themselves. The 32% that scored the lowest explained that they would take as many turtles as 
possible when fishing. Although the fishermen did not all say  that they “take as many as possible,” they 
would explain that it in other ways,  by saying that it “depends on how lucky you are,” or that they take 
more turtles than is permitted by the communal boards.33 One person admitted that the last time he went 
out he violated his permit for taking 8 turtles, and took 11 instead.34 Another fishermen who scored in the 
lowest level of conservation ethics explained that when he went fishing in August 2011, he took 80 sea 
turtles, which is well beyond the limit, and went on to add that he stops catching turtles when his “boat is 
full” and he can hold no more.35 
More than half (60%) of the fishermen received scores of 2.5, because their answers indicated that 
although their behavior is still profit-driven, they respect the laws set by government or community 
regulators, such as MARENA and local communal boards. For instance, many explained that they only 
take as many as the limit set their communal board allows, an amount which is determined on a monthly 
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basis. Fishermen also received a score of 2.5 if they said they only take what the law permits, for example, 
green turtles that are 70.5 cm or larger in length. The remaining 8% of fishermen gave answers that 
indicated they follow the rules, but didn’t directly address the question that I asked. 
Individuals who explained that they take as many turtles as possible while fishing clearly had the 
lowest level of conservation ethics, because their behavior was based only on self-interest and personal 
gain, rather than caring that their behavior has an impact on the environment. Those that received a higher 
rating did so because their answers indicate that they are conscious of a law that limits the take of turtles, 
and thus their behavior is influenced by their respect for a law which protects sea turtle populations.  
Although the question of “How do you know when to stop taking turtles?” seems like a simple 
one, it helps provide deeper insight into the conservation ethics of sea turtle fishermen. If sea turtle 
fishermen aren’t limiting themselves with the amount of turtles that they take, or they aren’t respecting the 
laws that regulate fishing, than this shows a lack of conservation ethics and concern for the environment. 
When I held a focus group interview with the WCS staff, I asked them if they believe that sea turtle 
fishermen in the Pearl Lagoon Basin actually limit themselves. They all replied that based on their and 
knowledge and experience working with sea turtle fishermen and seeing how they fish, in reality, sea turtle 
fishermen do not limit themselves at all or respect the permits.36 The mentality that exists among sea turtle 
fishermen is that it is a “race” to catch sea turtles, and that you should always be looking for ways to make 
the highest profit possible. Even during the veda, or the closed season, sea turtle fishermen break the laws 
and find ways to sell turtle, in places like Corn Island. One issue that perpetuates this behavior is that the 
government is not enforcing the limit of turtles you can catch, and thus no one feels any obligation the 
respect the laws.37 Even if one sea turtle fishermen had a high level of conservation ethics, it would be 
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very unlikely for them to limit themselves and sit back and watch, while everyone else is catching an 
unlimited amount and getting away with it.  
What do you personally gain from turtles? 
 How are turtles important to you and your community? 
 
Every sea turtle fisherman that answered these questions received a score of 0.  One-hundred 
percent of sea turtle fishermen responded to this question by saying that they gain money and meat from 
sea turtles. In response to the question “How are sea turtles important to your community?”  One-hundred 
percent of the interviewees explained that it is very important because it provides a source of food and 
income. Virgilio Hodgson, a sea turtle fisherman from Set Net Point, explained that he uses the money he 
earns from selling sea turtle meat to pay school fees for his grandchildren.38 Dennis Peachy, a sea turtle 
fisherman from Awas, explained that he often takes one or two for himself to eat, and sells the remaining 
turtles.39 Others explained that they use the money they earn from turtles to pay for gas for their boats, buy 
food for their family, or to pay cable and electricity bills. While interviewing Elvis Bonilla, a sea turtle 
fisherman from Kahkabila, his wife interrupted the question to exclaim that, "We love turtles…They're 
very important! I wish I had a piece right now!”40 They went on to explain that to them, green turtle meat 
is their “chicken,” and Virgilio Hodgson repeatedly reminded me with a smile on his face that in terms of 
sea turtles, “that’s for we chicken.”41 The local price of green turtle meat is $15 córdobas per pound, 
where as chicken is about $25 córdobas per pound, making green turtle meat less expensive—and often 
more accessible—than chicken.42 One sea turtle fisherman from Set Net Point, Washington Peralta, 
explained to me that “turtle is [his] chicken” and that they to use it because they don’t even have Tip Top, 
a popular fast-food restaurant in Nicaragua.43 This commentary might sound comical, however, turtles are 
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an endangered species that are at risk of extinction, and comparing them to chickens which often come 
from factory farms and have no end is problematic. Overall, 100% of the responses indicated that sea 
turtle fishermen view sea turtles solely for their utilitarian use, and thus have very minimal conservation 
ethics, or none at all. 
Many fishermen emphasized the fact that the consumption of turtles is important to the community 
because it is a tradition, and it is a historical means of subsistence. For example, Cecil Nickens, a sea 
turtle fisherman from Haulover described that green turtle meat is “traditional meat,” and one of the 
Miskitu people’s principle ways of surviving because “we usin’ it from ancient times.”44 The use of green 
turtles for food and income is a practice that is imbedded in the livelihood of Nicaraguan Costeñ@s, which 
is evidenced by the fact that “turtles have been harvested for at least the past 400 years.”45 However, many 
locals use the concept that subsistence of green turtles is part of their culture and is tradition, as an excuse 
for ceaselessly exploiting this resource. During our focus group interview, Victor Huertas (WCS 
Hawksbill Project Coordinator) explained that “people argue a lot here that [fishing turtle is] a tradition, 
and thus they have the right to consume sea turtles. But that’s not the point.”46 The “point” is that sea 
turtles are an endangered species, and in terms of this question, my interviews yielded the results that 
100% of sea turtle fishermen only view green sea turtles in terms of their human-use value, and disregard 
that they are consuming an endangered species.  
What role do sea turtles play in the ocean? Are they important? 
One issue with conservation ethics being applied to marine conservation, is that it is hard for 
people to advocate for a system they cannot fully see, and thus often do not completely understand. Aldo 
Leopold commented on this aspect of ethics when he wrote that, “we can be ethical only in relation to 
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what we can see, feel, understand, love, or otherwise have faith in.”47 This is not to say that the people of 
the Pearl Lagoon Basin do not interact with and understand their marine resources; in fact, I would argue 
that since they rely on it for survival and are forced to interact with it on a daily basis, they live in 
community with marine systems quite closely. However, in terms of the conservation ethics of the sea 
turtle fishermen that I interviewed, there was little understanding of the role that sea turtles play in the 
ocean. Thirty-six percent of the fishermen that answered this question explained either that they did not 
know the role that turtles play in the ocean, or that turtles don’t do anything in the ocean and are not 
important. Many of these people explained that turtles are important, but for human-use value because 
they are consumed in the community.  
Another 36% of responses indicated that sea turtles are important for the ocean, but they did not 
know why, or had minimal understanding of why sea turtles are important. Wylon Tinkham from 
Haulover described how they are important because “sharks feed off of them.”48 Cesar Prudo from 
Raitipura explained how they feed off of the grasses and “live by the rocks.”49 Leonardo Gamboa from 
Kahkabila told me that sea turtles are very important for the ocean, and that “we need them for our 
children and grandchildren.”50 Virgilio Hodgson from Set Net Point responded by explaining that, “them 
feedin’, them good for the ocean feedin.’”51 People also explained that sea turtles are important because 
they swim, play, and sleep in the ocean, and that they keep the ocean clean. Sudlan McCoy explained that 
sea turtles play a very important role in the ocean’s ecosystem because “they have a purpose: they are 
beautiful, they swim and purify the water, and they make sure the water has oxygen.” He also went on to 
add, quite excitedly, “I just love to see a little turtle swimming."52 In a related question, Henry Archibold 
from Raitipura explained how "when one species lost it’s bad [because] God create that for something."  
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He went on to explain the various “steps” that exist in the natural world, such as how big fish eat small 
fish, and turtles eat "medusa fish" (jellyfish) and sea grass.53 Henry was one of the few fishermen that 
mentioned the interdependent nature of ecosystems.  
Overall, the responses to this question indicated that although most fishermen think the sea turtles 
are important for the ocean, they have minimal understanding of why this is so. This particular question 
was one of the hardest to ask, because most people did not understand what I meant by “What role do they 
play?” and I had to repeat the question and re-explain it during every interview. Although I was told by 
native Creole English speakers that this was one of the most easily comprehensible ways of phrasing this 
difficult question, I believe that this question was harder for people to understand because I do not speak 
Creole English.  
It is also possible that fishermen did not understand the question because they have a very minimal 
understanding of what function sea turtles have in the ocean. Bill McCoy, a WCS staff member and 
former sea turtle fisherman, explained to me that in general, “sea turtle fishermen lack information [about 
the sea turtle’s ecological role].” People often ask Bill “Why do we need to conserve the Hawksbill if no 
one eats it?” which indicates that in the general population, common knowledge about the ecological value 
of sea turtles is very minimal.54 The average level of education among the fishermen I interviewed was 6th 
grade; unfortunately, due largely to social and economic inequalities, fishermen do not have much formal 
education--especially environmental education—and thus they don’t have a broad understanding of 
ecosystems. However, it is very important to distinguish that this does not mean that sea turtle fishermen 
are not knowledgeable or intelligent people. Sea turtle fishermen have knowledge based on experience; 
sea turtle fishermen know how to track sea turtles, they know where they swim and that they sleep near 
certain rocks, they know how listen for a “blowing” turtle when they exhale, and they know how to catch 
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them.55 This interview question exemplifies the lack of understanding of sea turtles because they live 
underwater, and demonstrates that there is literally a surface level understanding of this creature, because 
it lives under the surface. Dallmeyer comments on the concept that we feel moved to protect what we can 
see, understand, and thus more easily relate to, when she writes that “we can more easily visualize the 
destruction of tiger habitat, and thereby be motivated to fight to save it, than we can comprehend the 
effects of trawling the seafloor.”56 The responses to this question varied, and thus demonstrated a few 
trends. One trend is that sea turtle fishermen might feel that sea turtles play an important role in the ocean 
and have a higher level of conservation ethics, but they have a very basic understanding-- or none at all-- 
of the ecological importance of this creature. Furthermore, it is clear that some sea turtle fishermen only 
see how turtles are important for humans and not for the ocean, and feel that turtles only have a human-use 
value.  
 
 On Taking Care of What You Have 
How do you take care of what you have? 
Terms such as “conservation” and “resource management” are not necessarily part of everyday 
language for the people who live in the Pearl Lagoon Basin. Costen@s have been managing their 
resources in their own way for centuries, and often refer to this process as “taking care of what we have,” 
or “minding” their resources. The Caribbean coast is a large area that consists of many different 
landscapes rich with resources, and the objective of asking the question “How do you take care of what 
you have?” was not only to acquire a more holistic understanding of the conservation ethics of sea turtle 
fishermen, but also to understand how sea turtle fishermen view their resources, and to find out if they 
practice conservation in their own ways.  
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Surprisingly, there was not a wide variety of responses to this question. People explained they 
“mind the resources”, particularly sea turtles, by respecting the veda, respecting sea turtle fishing permit 
limits, not “molesting” females during reproduction periods, and by obeying other laws that regulate the 
size and sex of turtles fishermen can catch.  More than half (76%) of the responses indicated that the way 
which people take care of their resources is by obeying laws that promote environmental protection. Only 
one fisherman explained that he minds the resources by only taking what he needs to eat, and no more. He 
told me that his generation “never needed to catch more than what we needed and what we could 
consume. But now it’s big commercial ways.” 57 He also went on to add that the younger generation 
doesn’t view resources the same way or self-regulate their use of them. That 76% of the responses 
acknowledged that sea turtle fishermen take care of what they have by adhering to rules set by outside 
forces, indicates that fishermen are acting based on social constructions of obedience that are manifested 
in laws. Although this does not necessarily mean that fishermen do not think it is important to respect the 
environment, their answers demonstrate that when they think about what it means to mind the resources, 
they immediately think of laws that restrict their ability to exploit the resources, rather than think about 
self-regulation and only taking what they need.  
The answers to the question of  “How you take care of what you have?” do not give a holistic view 
of conservation ethics, and thus I also asked the sea turtle fisherman if they felt it is “not important,” 
“important,” or “very important” to take care of their resources. Everyone responded by saying that it is 
important to take care of the resources, where 16% of fishermen said it was important, and 84% said it was 
very important.  Furthermore, it is not enough to ask the question of how without asking why. Eddy 
Bigman from Haulover explained that it is “very important” to mind natural resources because "if we 
don’t, no one else will for us…it’s our riches."58 Many responses echoed this one, and also stated that they 
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need to conserve resources in order to ensure that future generations will have resources too.  Responses 
showed that people are thinking about future generations, and also themselves because if they don’t 
conserve the resources there will be less and less, and they will “get poorer” because they depend on the 
environment to make a living and survive. There was also the attitude that if they don´t conserve their 
resources, they will have no viable livelihood because there “is no other work in this country.”59 
Washington Peralta summed up this general sentiment when he explained that “if we destroy our 
resources, we destroy our meal.”60  
It is difficult to tell the conservation ethics of sea turtle fishermen based on the responses to these 
questions about “taking care of what you have” alone.  All of the interviewees were very adamant that 
minding their resources is important, however, this does not directly imply that they have fully formed 
conservation ethics. For example, those that explained that it is important for future generations to have 
resources said so because of the human-use value of resources, so that their children will have a way to 
profit and eat as well. Only 8% of responses demonstrated that they believe sea turtles have an intrinsic, 
emotional or aesthetic value, in that they explained how it would be horrible if they don’t conserve their 
resources, because then their children might “not come see what a turtle is.”61  
 
Visioning:  
What would your community be like if the sea turtles finish? 
Twenty-four percent of responses to this question expressed that “that no finish,” or that sea 
turtles can never go extinct. Elvis Boneilla from Kahkabila seemed put off by this question, and 
replied that “what God create don’t finish.”62 Those who responded different explained that they 
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would be force to “move on to the next thing” and that “we would have to find another thing to 
work on.”63 Many sea turtle fishermen laughed at this question, and some looked despondent and 
simply said, “Me no know.”64 Others added that it would be “very strange,” and would also have 
negative implications for themselves and their communities because that is how they know to make 
a living, and that is their traditional food. Leonardo Gamboa explained that it would be very sad, 
because if sea turtles finish his children would not know what turtles are, and would only be able to 
learn about them and see them in books.65 Additionally, when I asked “Does it matter if sea turtles 
are no longer in the ocean?” 60% of responses indicated that it does not matter if sea turtles are no 
longer in the ocean, and that it only matters for the humans that subsist off of them.  
The responses that they would “move on” to another resource demonstrates a lack of 
conservation ethics; the economic value of the resource is the only reason it is important, and when 
it is gone, it simply needs to be replaced with a different resource that one can eat and make a 
profit from.  These attitudes are not only indicative of the sequential exploitation of resources by 
locals and foreigners that plagues Nicaraguan’s Caribbean Coast, but more importantly, these 
answers are indicative of the factors that drive sequential exploitation, such as extreme poverty, 
government neglect, and lack of jobs.66 
In our interview, Bill McCoy explained that he has “heard people say ‘the ocean is so huge 
that the turtle will never finish.´”67 Not only do sea turtle fishermen believe resources are infinite, 
but other native Costen@s do not believe that turtles, fish or resources in general can ever “finish” 
or come to an end. One interesting aspect of the sea turtle fishermen’s response to this question 
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was that they admitted that there are less sea turtles now than when they started fishing, but that 
this is only because the sea turtles are moving somewhere else. Virgilio Hodgson and Dennis 
Peachy, among others, explained that the sea turtles are being molested by too many fishermen, 
and thus there are less of them in the waters of the Pearl Cays because they have relocated. My 
various conversations with Virgilio Hodgson implicated that he fully understands what “finishing” 
means, but there is a disconnect between his logic and his actions. Virgilio told me that "things will 
be done" if we don’t mind them, which was further illustrated by a story he told about the snook 
fish that was once abundant in the waters of the Caribbean Coast.  When Vigilio lived in Dakura in 
the 1960s he only needed to walk out into the water to catch one with his hands or a spear. 
However, when he returned from working on a banana plantation in Costa Rica in 1983 there were 
hardly any snook left, largely because fishermen had introduced the method of using a more 
efficient gill net. His wife listened along, nodding her head gently in affirmation, and added that 
"times are different now. Those times will never come back."68 Virgilio believes that resources can 
be depleted as a result of human use, but he does not believe there is a definite end to sea turtles, or 
that they are a finite entity.   
Bill McCoy also described that in the past, fishermen blamed him for the decreasing 
amount of turtles, saying that “Bill is molesting them” by tagging them for the Wildlife 
Conservation Society’s work.69 After hearing the answers to this question, it seems that the concept 
of “finishing” or extinction is either not fully understood, or that people do not believe it is 
possible. It is also likely that sea turtle fishermen do not want to see their actions as part of the 
cause of the decrease in sea turtle populations on the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua, and thus they 
rationalize the situation by avoiding the problem, or blaming it on someone else.  
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A girl of six years sits in her grandfather’s lap in a rocking chair. As they sway 
back and forth, the North wind blows in from the lagoon, fighting with her little hands to 
turn the pages she holds onto. They are reading a book, with pictures of sea giants 
gliding gracefully through clear turquoise waters, their hard backs covered by carapace 
protecting the soft round body that hides underneath. The sea creatures look like they are 
on a long journey, determined to arrive on the banks of somewhere their flippers know 
well, yet is hundreds of miles away. The girl turns her eyes upward at the old man whose 
dark, calloused hands hold her. He once chased these wild creatures; he would haul 
them up in his nets and bring them into the community to eat, a special occasion that 
everyone looked forward to. Now absent from the shoreline she calls home, she asks him 
what sea turtles sounded like. Were they loud? She has so many questions. What did they 
eat? How many years did they have? Why did they leave? 
 
Exploring the conservation ethics that exist among green turtle fishermen in the Pearl 
Lagoon Basin in the Southern Autonomous Atlantic Region (RAAS) of Nicaragua started as a 
narrowly focused study, which served as a catalyst for a broader conversation. Do sea turtle 
fishermen in the communities of the Pearl Lagoon Basin have conservation ethics? Most of the 
answers to my questions about conservation ethics illustrate that conservation ethics are minimal 
among sea turtle fishermen in the Pearl Lagoon Basin. The majority of the fishermen I interviewed 
indicated that for them, sea turtles only have human-use, providing goods or services that can be 
consumed directly, such as meat and income. It was rarely directly mentioned that sea turtles have 
non-use values and that they are fellow creatures with intrinsic values who enrich our lives simply 
by existing. The lack of conservation ethics among sea turtle fishermen undoubtedly serves as a 
barrier to implementing successful, sustainable conservation efforts in the area. It will be necessary 
for stakeholders in the Pearl Lagoon Basin to achieve common ground on issues such as turtle 
conservation before efforts can effectively move forward. However, organizations such as WCS 
recognize that conservation is a complex, long-term process, which requires equally complex and 
long-term solutions.   
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Furthermore, there are many negative externalities at play in the RAAS that cannot be 
ignored, because they drive sea turtle fishermen to act in certain ways in order to survive. When a 
person does not always have sufficient funds to feed his or her family or send his or her children to 
school, they act in their own self-interest without acknowledging the unintended cost that their 
behavior imposes on society.70 People do not always think about the consequences of their 
consumption, and that future generations will be the ones who suffer as a result of human-caused 
destruction of the natural world. Sea turtle fishermen in Nicaragua catch green turtles not because 
they are an endangered species, but because there are external forces, such as poverty, that pressure 
them to exploit this natural resource.  In actuality, 88% of sea turtle fishermen interviewed 
explained that they would give up sea turtle fishing if there was an alternative source of income 
available to them. Also, one reason that turtle fishing is so widespread is because it is a preferred 
means of subsistence because it is easier and less time consuming than other practices such as 
farming.71 Thus, the external social, political, and economic factors that drive turtle use should not 
be ignored--everything is interconnected—and the environmental is social, and the social is 
environmental.  
It is also extremely important to acknowledge that the conservation ethics I applied and 
placed on different cultures are based on my own worldview that has been shaped by Western 
society. It is possible that there are different conservation ethics that inform the actions of the sea 
turtle fishermen of Pearl Lagoon Basin, and that these ethics are less apparent and more subtly 
stated than Western ideas of conservation ethics.72 The sea turtle fishermen of the Pearl Lagoon 
Basin have various ideas about minding their resources, and also have different ways of interacting 
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with the environment, and I hesitate to classify them as one homogonous group, because there is 
variation among them and their relationship with the natural world is not all-encompassing. 
All in all, this unique opportunity to study conservation ethics leaves me continuously 
considering the question: Now what do we do with this knowledge?  It is not that we shouldn’t use 
natural resources at all, because this would be impossible. However, it is necessary to find a 
balance between protecting the natural world, and providing for human needs. We have reached a 
point  as a world community where we must change how we live, and we must change the stories 
that define us. The preceding story  at the beginning of this section is a fictional one, but it could be 
true eventually. David Korten, an environmental writer, offers solutions when he calls for fellow 
human beings to “break the trance,” and “replace the values of an inauthentic culture with the 
values of an authentic culture grounded in love of life rather than love of money…The key is to 
change the stories by which we define ourselves.”73 So what story will we tell? Will we tell the 
story of how we changed our actions and took care of our environment and of the sea turtles? Or 
will future generations tell the story of how sea turtles went extinct as a result of human 
exploitation? Will future generations know what turtles look like sailing gracefully through the 
ocean, or only know what they look like from pictures in a book? We have to change the stories by 
which we define ourselves today, so that we can change the stories that will be told about us in the 
future. In the words of environmental writers David Korten and Joanna Macy, will this be the 
“Great Turning,” or the “Great Unraveling?” I hope for the former, and that the time has come to 
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